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Consider the importance of Native Vegetation
& Biodiversity during the preparation of your
development application
What is Native Vegetation and
Biodiversity?
Native Vegetation refers to any naturally occurring
plant (or plants) that have not been deliberately
planted (unless required as a condition of a Native
Vegetation Council approval). It includes a plant
(or plants) growing in or under water, native grasses,
groundcovers, shrubs, bushes, trees and even some
dead plants.
Biodiversity is the variety of all life forms – the different
plants, animals and micro-organisms that make up the
environment we live in.

Why should I consider Native Vegetation
and Biodiversity in my development
application?
It is an unfortunate fact that the destruction of native
vegetation over time has had a profound effect on
the state’s biodiversity with inevitable loss of habitat
and consequent threats to species.

The State’s native vegetation is protected by
the Native Vegetation Act 1991 and the Native
Vegetation Regulations 2003, under which clearance
or removal of native vegetation must be avoided,
minimised and/or offset.
In most cases, clearance of native vegetation in
South Australia requires the approval of the Native
Vegetation Council. This is a separate process from
the development approval process (under the
Development Act 1993) and is currently sought after
development approval has been obtained.
It is quite possible that a development approved
under the Development Act 1993 may not meet the
requirements of the Native Vegetation Act 2001, or
the Native Vegetation Regulations 2003. In which
case, the development may not be able to proceed.
Therefore, development applicants should take
this opportunity to make contact with the Native
Vegetation Council as early as possible for assistance
during the development of your application.

How can I ensure my development
proposal meets the requirements of the
native vegetation legislation?
It is recommended that you prepare a NATIVE
VEGETATION & BIODIVERSITY STATEMENT as part of your
development application.

PREPARING A NATIVE VEGETATION &
BIODIVERSITY STATEMENT
What information should I include in
a Native Vegetation & Biodiversity
Statement?
Your Native Vegetation & Biodiversity Statement
should show how you intend to avoid, minimise
and/or offset any impacts on native vegetation and
biodiversity that your proposed development may
have.
If possible, please include a map or aerial photograph
that indicates which areas/trees are native, which
are planted and the location of your proposed
development.
Further information that may assist you prepare
your statement is provided in the supplementary
information within this fact sheet.

NOTE:
The inclusion of a Native Vegetation &
Biodiversity Statement is a voluntary process.
This statement should outline the possible impacts on
native vegetation and biodiversity your development
may have, and it provides you with an opportunity
to investigate options and alternatives to avoid or
minimise these impacts early in the process.
To help you do this it is recommended that you obtain
professional advice, or contact the Native Vegetation
Council on phone 8124 4744 or via e-mail at
nvc@saugov.sa.gov.au

It does not guarantee approval. However,
applicants are encouraged to include this
statement with all development applications
to help speed up any native vegetation
assessment that may be required.

Please prepare your Native Vegetation & Biodiversity Statement using the
following headings:
N – ensure No Loss
Demonstrate that your proposed development will not result in a loss of native vegetation or biodiversity.
If you discover that there will be a loss of native vegetation or biodiversity, consider relocating the
proposed development.
If you can show your development will not lead to a loss of native vegetation or biodiversity, you do not
need to continue to A, M or O.
A – Avoid
Identify what impacts your proposed development may have on native vegetation or biodiversity, and
show how you have designed your proposed development to avoid these impacts (eg you may be able
to locate your development on already cleared land).
If you can show how your development will avoid any loss of native vegetation or biodiversity, you do not
need to continue to M or O.
M – Minimise
If it is not possible to avoid impacts on native vegetation or biodiversity, show how you have designed
your proposed development to minimise impacts on native vegetation and biodiversity
(eg you may be able to redesign your development to be located on substantially cleared or more
degraded land). Please continue to O.
O – Offset
If it is not possible to avoid all impacts, you may have to offset the clearance with a Significant
Environmental Benefit.
The Native Vegetation Act provides for the following offset options: management, regeneration,
replanting or payment into the Native Vegetation Fund.
For further information on offsets please refer to the Native Vegetation Council’s Significant
Environmental Benefit guidelines or contact the Native Vegetation Council on phone 08 8124 4744 or
e-mail at nvc@saugov.sa.gov.au

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

 use lighter and more efficient equipment

Things to consider when preparing your
Development Application and Native
Vegetation & Biodiversity Statement

 position activities away from sensitive areas (eg
away from wetlands, heritage areas, protected
areas, National or Conservation Parks)

Think of ways to limit impacts on Native
Vegetation & Biodiversity

 use native species to revegetate, buffer and
screen (wherever possible use native species
found locally)

Some simple practices to avoid impact on native
vegetation and biodiversity include:
 limit/avoid clearance of vegetation by utilising
existing cleared areas where possible
 avoid building extra access tracks – use existing
tracks where possible or combine with other
features such as firebreaks and/or clearance
along fence lines
 where access tracks must be constructed, use any
existing corridors/breaks in habitat and construct
them away from steep slopes, native grasses and
watercourses

Undertake an initial evaluation

 obtain available information for the region through
maps and publications (many resources are
available on-line: see useful links)
 identify if the site, or surrounding area, has
particular species, or communities of species that
may be threatened.

Determine Native Vegetation & Biodiversity
importance of the site

Consider a range of factors that may impact on
Native Vegetation & Biodiversity

The following criteria can be considered in
determining the native vegetation and biodiversity
importance of a site:

Please consider the following:

 Species/habitat richness – in general, the greater
the range and diversity of habitats or species in an
area, the more environmental value the area has.
 Native species that don’t occur anywhere else – if
a native species (plant or animal) exists exclusively
in an area this indicates a unique and valuable
environment.
 Sensitivity of an ecosystem or species – how
sensitive is the ecosystem, habitat or species
(plant or animal) to changes, and how resilient/
adaptable is it to any changes.
 Past clearance – in general, where an area has
been extensively cleared in the past, remaining
(or remnant) vegetation is more valuable and
vulnerable.

 Intactness – refers to how undisturbed and complete
an ecosystem is – eg has fragmentation occurred,
has there been prior clearance etc. Section 3A
of the Native Vegetation Act 1991 states that a
stratum* of native vegetation is considered intact if:
 the stratum has not been seriously degraded by
human activity during the immediately preceding
20 years; or

 the only serious degradation of the stratum by human
activity during that period has been caused by fire.
* a stratum of native vegetation refers to a layer of a plant
community consisting of plants that comprise native vegetation
and that have a similar growth habit

Cumulative Impacts
Where there may be multiple, or future developments,
or a number of developments have already occurred,
in the same broad area it is important to consider
the cumulative impacts on native vegetation and
biodiversity that the proposed new development may
have.
Loss of biodiversity
Some development activities may result in the
permanent or temporary removal of vegetation or
loss of biodiversity – eg permanent loss can occur due
to extensive clearing while temporary loss may occur
where there is only limited clearing and the area is
allowed time to regenerate.
Habitat Fragmentation
Dividing up or isolating areas of habitat can have
significant impacts on biodiversity. Disrupting the
natural linkages between populations of plants and
animals can create significant, sometimes irreversible,
changes to the dynamics and genetic diversity of
those populations, and increase the potential for pest
plants and animals to invade.
Alteration of naturally occurring processes
The alteration of naturally occurring processes can
affect the sustainability of a site’s biodiversity; eg:

 interruption of water patterns and movements may
impact on wetlands and groundwater systems
 disruption of soil cover may cause erosion
 disruption to the predator-prey balance

NOTE:
The application of these criteria is a matter of professional judgement and may require
the involvement of an appropriately trained specialist (eg ecologist, botanist), or a Native
Vegetation Council accredited consultant.

Useful links/websites/resources
 NATIVE VEGETATION COUNCIL – 8124 4744

– General Native Vegetation information –
www.dwlbc.sa.gov.au/native/nvc/index

– Legislation, guidelines & policy –
www.dwlbc.sa.gov.au/native/nvsa/policy
– Native Vegetation Regulations 2003
– http://www.dwlbc.sa.gov.
au/assets/files/nv_regs_guide_apr_07.pdf

 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT BOARDS
– SA Murray Darling Basin –
www.samdbnrm.sa.gov.au - 8532 1432

– South East – www.senrm.sa.gov.au - 8724 6000
– Eyre Peninsula – www.epnrm.sa.gov.au 8682 7555

Consider answers to the following points to
help you prepare your Native Vegetation &
Biodiversity Statement

 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
clearance of native vegetation.
(Consider needs for access, fences, infrastructure
and fire breaks)
 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
any other impacts on native vegetation
 Outline any land clearance that may impact on
threatened plant and animal species
 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
habitat fragmentation
 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
impacts on aquatic, riparian and/or wetland
environments
 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
impacts to water quality, water flows and/or
sedimentation of a watercourse
 Describe how you propose to avoid or minimise
the introduction of pest plant or animal species, or
disease

NOTE:
You can use this information as part of
your Biodiversity Statement. However, it
is requested that all Native Vegetation &
Biodiversity Statements are presented in the
NAMO format – i.e. present the information
under each heading (Ensure No Loss, Avoid,
Minimise, and Offset).

– Northern & Yorke – www.nynrm.sa.gov.au 8636 2361
– Adelaide & Mt Lofty Ranges –
www.amlrnrm.sa.gov.au - 8723 9100
– SA Arid Lands – www.saalnrm.sa.gov.au 8648 5977
– Alinytjara Wilurara – www.awnrm.sa.gov.au 8357 3880
– Kangaroo Island – www.kinrm.sa.gov.au 8553 4390

 DEPT FOR ENVIRONMENT & HERITAGE –
www.environment.sa.gov.au

 DEPT OF WATER, LAND AND BIODIVERSITY
CONSERVATION – www.dwlbc.sa.gov.au
 LIST OF THREATENED SPECIES:

– Environment Protection & Biodiversity
Conservation Act search tool –
www.environment.gov.au/erin/ert/epbc/index

– National Parks & Wildlife Act – refer to Schedules
7, 8 and 9 – http://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/LZ/
C/A/NATIONAL%20PARKS%20AND%20WILDLIFE%
20ACT%201972.aspx

 NATURE LINKS –
www.environment.sa.gov.au/naturelinks

 LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS –
www.planning.sa.gov.au/go/development-plans/
development-plans-online
 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION –
www.lga.sa.gov.au/site/page.cfm

 REGIONAL NRM PLANS AND WATER ALLOCATION
PLANS – www.dwlbc.sa.gov.au/nrm/plans/index
 STATE BIODIVERSITY PLANS –
www.environment.sa.gov.au/biodiversity/pub

 PARKSWEB - www.parks.sa.gov.au/parks/index
 LAND & MAPS – www.mapland.sa.gov.au

DISCLAIMER
The Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation, its employees and servants do not warrant or make any
representation regarding the use, or results of use of the information contained herein as to its correctness, accuracy, currency or
otherwise. The Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation, its employees and servants expressly disclaim all liability
or responsibility to any person using the information or advice contained herein.

